SOP Guidelines

DIMPLER

1) Requirements for use

John Mansfield (936-3352) or Kai Sun (936-3353) or Haiping Sun (936-3338) before you may use this machine.

2) Hazards/Safety precautions

There are no user serviceable parts in this machine. Do not attempt to service this machine yourself.

There is a hazard from frayed or cut power cord. If there are signs of wear on the cord, do not use the machine, and see John Mansfield (936-3352) or Kai Sun (936-3353) or Haiping Sun (936-3338).

3) Standard Operating Procedure

1. See Appendix 1 or instruction manual for operating procedure for this machine.

2. ANY questions or problems see John Mansfield (936-3352) or Kai Sun (936-3353) or Haiping Sun (936-3338).

4) EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN:

Turn off the power switch.